The Kinner Leau people have always treated the land with care to show their love and appreciation to the "forest spirits."
Colonialism: the act of taking over & controlling another group/nation

Extractivism: operating system of extracting natural resources & selling them on the global market

Colonialism & Extractivism have caused harm to people because they are forced out of their land & the colonizers are unethically using their natural resources

Now most of their food is not grown locally because of extractivism. It also affects them because now farmers can't afford food that they were growing before the colonizers came.
Companies are releasing carbon into the air, this is melting the atmosphere's green house.

Lines are uneven and out of place.
FDR Park's golf course has been experiencing some floods because of climate change and has since then been removed.

FDR Park Conservancy's plan is to take away around 70 acres of natural grass and nature for astroturfing. The civilians of Philly disagree and are fighting back to stop this show of extractivism.
Reflection

We felt disgusted with the way the colonizers would treat indigenous people. Mono-cropping and extractivism affected the world for the worse in our opinion. If the world was able to grow their own crops then we would be able to have a healthier environment. This goes into things like greenhouse gases. As CO2 is entering our atmosphere rapidly, the factories that cause pollution just makes it worse. Before the unit we knew the earth and natural area was dying down. We didn’t feel strongly connected as we should be. After the unit though, we were able to feel compassion for the earth and our surroundings. We hope that we can resolve this in a peaceful way to stop all the violence.
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